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Senator Baldwin  
1. Ms. Reilly, in your testimony on October 17, you explained that higher drug prices in the 
United States are needed to support an “innovation ecosystem.” Compared to lower prices in 
Europe and Canada, you argued that higher prices here provide companies the financial 
resources to “fuel the next generation of therapies for patients.” You said that your member 
companies spend significantly more on research and development than marketing and that they 
do a great deal of basic research to develop new therapies. However, as the first chart (Table 1) 
from Professor William Lazonick’s paper1 makes clear, PhRMA’s members in the S&P 500 are 
spending significantly more buying back their own stock and issuing dividends than they are on 
research and development. To me, this suggests that R&D isn’t as important to your members as 
boosting the stock price.  
 
The second chart (Table 4) provides a key piece of the puzzle. Pharmaceutical executives receive 
an inordinate amount of their compensation in the form of stock-based based pay. This seems to 
explain the broad trend of price increases that squeeze consumers—because the decision makers 
at your member companies are incentivized to do so by boards and shareholders who elect to pay 
executives in stock. I would appreciate answers to the following questions:  

 
a. How do buybacks and dividends help the pharmaceutical industry develop “the next 
generation of drug therapies?”  

 
A: Since 2000, PhRMA members alone have invested over three-quarters of a trillion 
dollars in the search for and development of new therapies, $600 billion of that in the 
United States – more R&D than any other sector, including the federal government. The 
incredible complexity of drug discovery and development requires a wider R&D ecosystem 
made up of patient organizations, academia, large and small industry players and 
government agencies bringing their expertise together. Whatever the business strategies of 
our members, it cannot be justly or fairly denied that our companies provide the lion’s 
share – by far – of the resources and conduct the vast majority of the research by which 
new advances in treatment and of the therapies yet to come are made within that R&D 
ecosystem. 
 
Stock buybacks and dividends are well-established business strategies often demanded by 
investors that return capital to investors, and make up part of an investor’s total return on 
a stock. Investors can use those returns to fund other investments. If returns from high-risk 
                                                 
1 Lazonick, William. ‘US Pharma’s Financialized Business Model’. Jul 13 2017. Institute for New Economic 
Thinking.   



biopharmaceutical investments are deemed too low, they will invest those returns 
elsewhere. [Meaning less of the investment capital needed to fund new biotech start-up 
companies, engage in high-risk drug discovery, and develop the next generation of drug 
therapies.]  
 
In an era when many publicly traded companies of all sectors offer buybacks and/or 
dividends to their shareholder investors, and given competitive capital markets, 
buybacks/dividends may be a sound strategy to maintain investor interest in the 
biopharmaceutical industry.  
 

b. Do you recognize that pharmaceutical companies could spend billions less on 
buybacks and dividends and instead lower their drug prices by the same amount and still 
generate the same operating revenue?  

 
A: PhRMA is committed to advancing public policies in the United States and around the 
world that support innovative medical research, yield progress for patients today, and 
provide hope for the treatments and cures of tomorrow. We have no advocacy role related 
to individual member company business strategies.  
 

c. How does spending billions more on buybacks and dividends help promote “value-
driven health care” which is part of your organization’s mission statement?  

 
A: PhRMA is committed to advancing public policies in the United States and around the 
world that support innovative medical research, yield progress for patients today, and 
provide hope for the treatments and cures of tomorrow. We have no advocacy role related 
to individual member company business strategies.  
 

d. Does PhRMA believe its members should maximize shareholder value?  
 
A: PhRMA represents the country’s leading innovative biopharmaceutical research 
companies, which are devoted to discovering and developing medicines that enable patients 
to live longer, healthier, and more productive lives. PhRMA is committed to advancing 
public policies in the United States and around the world that support innovative medical 
research, yield progress for patients today, and provide hope for the treatments and cures 
of tomorrow.  
 

e. Do you believe that a pharmaceutical executive who receives over 90 percent of their 
compensation in the form of stock will make increasing the stock price their top priority?  

 
A: PhRMA’s mission is to conduct effective advocacy for public policies that encourage the 
discovery of important, new medicines for patients by biopharmaceutical research 
companies. We have no involvement in business, operational, or human resource decisions 
of our member companies, including those related to employee compensation. 
 
 



f. Why do you believe we are seeing this trend of pharmaceutical corporations providing 
a higher than average percentage of total direct compensation to their executives in the 
form of stock, as illustrated in Table 2?  

 
A: PhRMA’s mission is to conduct effective advocacy for public policies that encourage the 
discovery of important, new medicines for patients by biopharmaceutical research 
companies. We have no involvement in business, operational, or human resource decisions 
of our member companies, including those related to employee compensation.  
As the table points out, the executive compensation practices in question are used 
throughout the corporate world, in keeping with policies in the tax code. It is my 
understanding that current tax reform legislation in the House of Representatives contains 
a provision that would eliminate the section of the tax code that encourages stock options as 
a key performance-based compensation tool. 
  

g. Given the connection illustrated here between stock-based executive pay, stock prices, 
and drug price increases, do you think that the pharmaceutical industry should reconsider 
how their executives are compensated?  

 
A: PhRMA represents the country’s leading innovative biopharmaceutical research 
companies, which are devoted to discovering and developing medicines that enable patients 
to live longer, healthier, and more productive lives.  
We are committed to advancing public policies in the United States and around the world 
that support innovative medical research, yield progress for patients today and provide 
hope for the treatments and cures of tomorrow. We have no involvement in human 
resource decisions at our member companies, including those related to employee 
compensation. 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

 
 


